TYPICAL MARKINGS OF INTERCHANGE RAMPS

EXIT RAMP: STRAIGHT TAPERED DECELERATION LANE

- Theoretical Gore Point
- Exit Sign
- Theoretical Gore Point

EXIT RAMP: PARALLEL DECELERATION LANE

- Theoretical Gore Point
- Exit Sign
- Theoretical Gore Point

ENTRANCE RAMP: TAPERED ACCELERATION LANE

- Theoretical Gore Point

ENTRANCE RAMP: TAPERED ACCELERATION LANE

- Theoretical Gore Point

ENTRANCE RAMP: PARALLEL ACCELERATION LANE

- Theoretical Gore Point

NOTE:
- The 8" edge line shall be extended to a point approximately 25' beyond the exit sign on both sides of the gore.
- The 8" edge line on both sides of the exit ramp core shall be placed beginning at a point approximately 25' before the point where the ramp and mainline traveled areas join, and extend to an appropriate point beyond where the 8" line enters into the line.
- The 8" edge line on both sides of the entrance ramp core shall be placed beginning at a point approximately 25' before the point where the ramp and mainline traveled areas join, and extend for approximately one-half the length to the theoretical gore point.
- Markings shown on the contract plans or directed to be installed by the project engineer shall take precedence over the details shown on this sheet.
- The dimension shall be 12 feet unless otherwise specified.
- All materials utilized shall be in compliance with the project plans. If not specified in project plans, all materials shall be in compliance with the standard specifications.

GENERAL NOTES

- REV 663001-1, Edge Line (6" White)
- REV 663001-2, Edge Line (6" Yellow)
- REV 663001-3, Edge Line (8" White)
- REV 663002-1, Lane Line (6"
- REV 663002-2, Lane Line (8"
- REV 663002-3, Lane Line (8"

LEGEND

- 8" WHITE DIAGONAL STRIPES (ITEM NO. 663007- )
- 8" WHITE DIAGONAL STRIPES (ITEM NO. 663002- )
- 8" WHITE DIAGONAL STRIPES (ITEM NO. 663001- )
- 8" WHITE DIAGONAL STRIPES (ITEM NO. 663002- )

LEGAL

- REV 663000-1, Edge Line (6" White)
- REV 663000-2, Edge Line (6" Yellow)
- REV 663000-3, Edge Line (8" White)
- REV 663002-1, Lane Line (6"
- REV 663002-2, Lane Line (8"
- REV 663002-3, Lane Line (8"
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